The more than thirty years old issue of the information capacity of quantum communication channels was dramatically clarified during the last period, when a number of direct quantum coding theorems was discovered. To considerabte extent this progress is due to an interplay between the quantum communication theory and quantum information ideas related to more recent development in quantum computing. It is remarkable, however, that many probabilistic tools underlying the treatment of quantum case have their roots, and in some cases direct prototypes, in classical Shannon's theory.
A simple model of quantum communication channel consists of the discrete input alphabet A = {i} and a mapping d --f S, from A to the set of quantum states, described by density operators in a Hilbert space 71. The input is given by a probability distribution n = {n;} on A . At the receiving end of the channel a quantum measurement is performed, which mathematically is described by a resolution of identity in 'h!, that is by a family X = {X,} of positive operators in 71 satisfying E, Xj = I , where I is the unit operator in 3c [5] . The probability of the output 3 conditioned upon the input i by definition is equal to P(+) = TrS.X,. We denote I l ( 1 , X ) the classical Shannon mutual information between i and j .
In the same way we can consider the product channel in the tensor product Hilbert space 31"' = 31 @J ___ @J 31 with the input alphabet A" consisting of words w = (ii, ..., in) of length n, and with the density operator S, = Si, Q ... 8 S,, corresponding to the word 'w. If n is an input distribution on A" and X is a resolution of identity in X"', we denote In(., X ) the corresponding Shannon information. Introducing C, = sup,,, In(?rrX), we have C, + C, 5 Cn+,,, (with possibility of strict inequality manifesting the phenomenon of "quantum memory" [5] ), hence the following limit evists C = lim Cn/n, which is called the capacity of the initial channel By using techniques from [3] , these results can be generalized to channels with constrained inputs and continuous alphabets. When applied to quantum Gaussian channels with power constraint [7] , this allows us to prove for the fist time their asymptotic equivalence, in the sense of the information capacity, to the corresponding quasiclassical "photon channels", extensively studied from the beginning of quantum communications [4] , [SI. However, the liner asymptotic properties of the two channels, expressed by the reliability function, are drastically different [7] .
